UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE
DIGEST OF SPECIAL MEETING
SEPTEMBER 20, 1971

CONVENED: 4:10 PM

ROUTINE PROCEEDINGS: Announcements and adoption of Agenda.

NO ACTION: S.B. 60 - Regarding Student Government Association elections of Spring 1971. Two motions received from floor affirming actions of Student Court and the Senate Committee on Student Life. Motions defeated 13-22-7, 14-20-6.

ADJOURNED: 5:40 PM.
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE
SEPTEMBER 20, 1971

President Bonner called the meeting to order at 4:10. Senators not in attendance were:

Malthon M. Anapol
Mary K. Carl
Raymond N. Carr
Edward W. Comings
William G. DeColigny
William S. Gaither
Jay L. Halio
Dorothy A. Kennedy

Thomas D. Myers
Daniel C. Neale
Harry L. Rinker
Edward H. Rosenberry
Ernest N. Scarborough
John W. Shirley
Robert W. Stegner
Edward A. Trabant
Marenes R. Tripp
Laszlo Zsoldos

After indicating the restricted scope of the agenda and the limitations that must be placed on comments related to individual cases, Mr. Bonner received two resolutions from the floor.

Both resolutions affirmed the actions of the Student Court and affirmed the action of the Senate Committee on Student Life. One of the resolutions, however, emphasized the view that these actions should be not considered as setting a precedent for the interference in Student Government affairs.

After lengthy discussion and debate, a variety of minor factual mistakes were found in each of the resolutions. In addition, a number of senators questioned whether or not the resolutions were necessary in light of the Senate's decision to accept the Student Life Committee report at the last regular meeting of the Senate.

The resolutions were defeated by separate votes: 13 - 22 - 7, 14 - 20 - 6.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:40 PM.

Respectfully submitted,

Donald W. Marward, Secretary